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Hunt Private Investigations, Ltd.
60 Waltham Street
Watertown, MA 02472
October 18, 2003

Hunt PI Staff,
Well, apparently your bosses have finally seen fit to call their support staff from out of the woodwork. I
can't spare any more time on this and I want this resolved by 8pm tonight. And if you guys can't cut it,
I'm calling in your competition. How do you like that for incentive?
Here's a recap for those of us who showed up late to today's class:
Cedric (my wife's son) had in his possession important documents regarding this company. With them,
he can ruin the company and, as a direct result, many lives. He has gone missing. We don't care about
that. We want to know where those documents are. Now, Cedric suffers from some strange mental
illnesses, the least of which is forgetfulness. There's a good chance the docs are still around
somewhere.
As of right now, the only lead my people have managed to turn up is this: www.gruntwerk.com/cedric.
It's his website or something (they mentioned something called a 'blog'). I don't know what in the hell
that means but my engineers found it on one of the servers we're replacing - it had crashed so many
times it started suffering data loss. As a result, they say that not all of the boy's site is available yet.
They're going to be posting what they manage to salvage in batches once an hour until quitting time
today.
Also, they found some other files. If you don't think the site alone is enough, you can request one of
these 'log' files to provide you with some sort of clue as to what is going on in there. Email requests to
hunthelp@gruntwerk.com and one of my technicians will send it off ASAP.
Be sure to report your findings as soon as they happen. They can be sent to hunter@gruntwerk.com. All
other inquiries regarding this investigation can be sent to my assistant at huntinfo@gruntwerk.com.
I expect to hear progress in the next few hours.
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